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INTRODUCTION  
thank you for purchasing the VTech® Toot-Toot Drivers® Fire Station! 
Place the SmartPoint® fire engine on top of the fire station and watch 
him slide down, raise him up in the lift or spin him down the fire pole 
to promote motor skill development. the four SmartPoint® locations 
trigger songs, melodies, sounds and phrases that will engage your 
little one on their playtime mission.
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one SmartPoint® 
fire engine

one SmartPoint® 
fire station

one pole

one parking 
bracket

one SmartPoint® 
base, blue

one house wall

one spinning 
platform

one SmartPoint® 
lift platform

one base, grey

one flag

one SmartPoint® 
parking platform

one top ramp 
track support

INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE
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one top ramp 
track

one bottom ramp 
track support 

one 90-degree 
track, male

one parent’s guide

one bottom ramp 
track 

one cross track

two end tracks, 
male

one big fire piece

one label sheet

two fire plates 

two 1/4 straight 
tracks 

User’s Manual

 UK 

Fire Station
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WARNING:
All packing materials, such as tape, plastic sheets, packaging locks 
and tags are not part of this toy, and should be discarded for your 
child’s safety.

NOTE:
Please keep this user’s manual as it contains important information. 
the toy is surface washable only.

Adult assembly required.

GETTING STARTED
BATTERY INSTALLATION Fire Engine

1. make sure the unit is turned OFF.
2. locate the battery cover on the bottom of 

the fire engine. Use a coin or a screwdriver 
to loosen the screw.

3. Install 2 new AAA (Am-4/lR03) batteries 
following the diagram inside the battery 
box. (the use of new alkaline batteries is 
recommended for maximum performance.)

4. Replace the battery cover and tighten the 
screw to secure the battery cover.

Turn the packaging lock anticlockwise 
several times.

Pull out and discard the packaging lock.
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BATTERY NOTICE
•	 Use	new	alkaline	batteries	or	fully	charged	NI-MH	(Nickel	Metal-

hydride) rechargeable batteries for best performance.
•	 Use	only	batteries	of	the	same	or	equivalent	type	as	recommended.
•	 Do	not	mix	different	types	of	batteries:	alkaline,	standard	(carbon-

zinc) or rechargeable (Ni-Cd, Ni-mH), or new and used batteries.
•	 Do	not	use	damaged	batteries.
•	 Insert	batteries	with	the	correct	polarity.
•	 Do	not	short-circuit	the	battery	terminals.
•	 Remove	exhausted	batteries	from	the	toy.	
•	 Remove	batteries	during	long	periods	of	non-use.	
•	 Do	not	dispose	of	batteries	in	fire.
•	 Do	not	charge	non-rechargeable	batteries.	
•	 Remove	 rechargeable	batteries	 from	 the	 toy	before	charging	 (if	

removable). 
•	 Rechargeable	 batteries	 are	 only	 to	 be	 charged	 under	 adult	

supervision.

Disposal of batteries and product
the crossed-out wheelie bin symbols on products and 
batteries, or on their respective packaging, indicates they 
must not be disposed of in domestic waste as they contain 
substances that can be damaging to the environment and 
human health.
the chemical symbols Hg, Cd or Pb, where marked, indicate 
that the battery contains more than the specified value of 
mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd) or lead (Pb) set out in Battery 
Directive (2006/66/EC). 
the solid bar indicates that the product was placed on the 
market after 13th August, 2005.
Help protect the environment by disposing of your product 
or batteries responsibly.

For	more	information,	please	visit:
www.recycle-more.co.uk
www.recyclenow.com
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Please stick the labels to the play set securely 
as indicated on the following page:
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Fire Station
With the VTech® Toot-Toot Drivers® Fire Station, safety comes first. to 
ensure	your	child’s	safety,	adult	assembly	is	required.

1. Connect the blue SmartPoint 
base and grey base together, 
as shown on the right. You 
will hear a “click” sound to 
indicate they are secure. once 
the bases are attached, they 
cannot be removed.

2. Attach the fire station to the 
blue and grey bases. You will 
hear a “click” sound when 
the pieces are secure. once 
the fire station is attached, it 
cannot be removed.

3. Inser t the top ramp track 
support into the grey base. 
You will hear a “click” sound 
to indicate the piece is secure. 
once the top ramp track 
support is attached, it cannot 
be removed.

4. Attach the house wall to the 
grey base and to the fire 
station, as shown below. You 
will hear a “click” sound to 
indicate it is secure.  once 
the house wall is attached, it 
cannot be removed.
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5. Attach the lift to the fire station, 
as shown below. lift it up and 
down smoothly to make sure 
it is secure.

6. Inser t the top ramp track 
support into the grey base. 
You will hear a “click” sound 
to indicate the piece is secure. 
once the top ramp track 
support is attached, it cannot 
be removed.

7. Attach the top ramp track to 
the top ramp track support and 
the house wall. You will hear a 
“click” sound to indicate the 
pieces are secure.

8. Attach the bottom ramp track 
support to the bottom ramp 
track and connect this to the 
top ramp track, as shown.

9. Insert the fire plates into both 
ramp tracks ensuring that you 
see the fire labels from the 
front of the play set, as shown.
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10. Insert the pole into the blue 
SmartPoint base. You will hear 
a “click” sound to indicate it is 
secure.

11. Insert the spinning platform 
onto the pole and spin it up 
and down smoothly to make 
sure it is secure.

12. Insert the parking bracket onto 
the pole and the fire station at 
the same time. You will hear a 
“click” sound to indicate it is 
secure.

13. Attach the parking platform to 
the parking bracket. You will 
hear a “click” sound to indicate 
it is secure.

14. Insert the big fire piece into 
the house wall. You will hear 
a “click” sound to indicate it is 
secure.
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once you’ve completed the above steps, you are ready to play! You 
can reconfigure the track pieces or you can connect this play set to 
other Toot-Toot Drivers® play sets (each sold separately).

EXPAND & EXPLORE
Connect this play set to the Toot-Toot Drivers® Ultimate Track Set 
(as shown below) or to other Toot-Toot Drivers® play sets (each sold 
separately) to expand play and inspire creativity.
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PRODUCT FEATURES 
Fire Engine

1. ON/OFF SWITCH 
 to turn the fire engine ON, slide the ON/

OFF SWITCH to the ON (  ) position.  to 
turn the fire engine OFF, slide the ON/OFF 
SWITCH to the OFF (  ) position.

2. AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF
 to preserve battery life, the included fire engine will automatically 

power down after approximately 50 seconds without input. the unit 
can only be turned on again by pressing the LIGHT UP BUTTON, 
pushing	the	fire	engine	quickly	or	triggering	a	SmartPoint® location.

Note:	This	product	is	in	try-me	mode	in	the	packaging.	After	opening	the	
package, turn the vehicle off and on again to proceed with normal play. If 
the unit powers down while playing, we suggest changing the batteries.

ACTIVITIES
Fire Engine

1. Slide the ON/OFF SWITCH to turn the fire 
engine ON.  You will hear a song, fun phrases 
and sounds. the light will flash with the 
sounds.

2. Press the LIGHT UP BUTTON to hear fun 
sounds, songs and phrases. the light will 
flash with the sounds.
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3. Push the fire engine to hear fun sounds 
and melodies. While a melody is playing, 
continue pushing the fire engine to add in 
fun sounds on top of the melody. the light 
will flash with sounds.

4. for added fun, the fire engine interacts 
with the Toot-Toot Drivers® Fire Station. 
Simply put the fire engine on one of the 
play set’s four SmartPoint® locations to see 
the fire engine’s light flash and to hear fun 
sounds, short tunes and phrases. the fire 
engine even interacts with other Toot-Toot Drivers® play sets 
(each play set sold separately).

ACTIVITIES
Fire Station

1. Place the fire engine or any SmartPoint® vehicle (each sold 
separately) on any of the play set’s four SmartPoint® locations 
to trigger fun sounds, songs or phrases.

2. Put the fire engine on the SmartPoint® lift platform and lift the 
lift up to the top of the fire station.

3. Slide the fire engine from the top of the fire station to see it spin 
down the pole.

4. Watch the fire engine roll down the long ramp.

5. flip open the fire station door to have role-play fun with the fire 
engine.
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SING-ALONG SONGS
SONG 1 
I’m a fire engine,
A big red fire engine.
I’m a fire engine,
Ready for a call!

SONG 2 
Answer the call!
my siren sings,
Get to the fire to help them all.

SONG 3
Raise my ladder up,
to help those in need. 
When they’re safe from harm,
my job is done.

MELODY LIST
1. flight of the Bumblebee
2. Animal fair
3. Chicken Reel
4. the Daring Young man on the flying trapeze
5. It’s Raining, It’s Pouring
6. Incy Wincy Spider
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CARE & MAINTENANCE
1. Keep the unit clean by wiping it with a slightly damp cloth.

2. Keep the unit out of direct sunlight and away from any direct heat 
source.

3. Remove the batteries when the unit will not be in use for an extended 
period of time.

4. Do not drop the unit on hard surfaces and do not expose the unit 
to moisture or water.

TROUBLESHOOTING
If for some reason the program/activity stops working or malfunctions, 
please	follow	these	steps:

1. Please turn the unit OFF.

2. Interrupt the power supply by removing the batteries.

3. let the unit sit for a few minutes, then replace the batteries.

4. turn the unit ON. the unit should now be ready to play again.

5. If the product still does not work, replace with an entire set of new 
batteries.
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If the problem persists, please call our Consumer Services Department 
on 01235 546810 (from UK) or +44 1235 546810 (outside UK) and a 
service representative will be happy to help you.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Creating and developing VTech® products is accompanied by a 
responsibility that we take very seriously. We make every effort to 
ensure the accuracy of the information, which forms the value of 
our products. However, errors sometimes can occur. It is important 
for you to know that we stand behind our products and encourage 
you to call our Consumer Services Department on 01235 546810 
(from UK) or +44 1235 546810 (outside UK), with any problems 
and/or suggestions that you might have. A service representative 
will be happy to help you.





Visit our website for more
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